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Tender creators of loving consciousness,

I trust that you will receive this message with depth of comprehension, trusting acceptance, and 
awakened intent. The cherished tenure of my guidance has been redirected to a specified group 
of mortals who are in exceptional need of advisory counsel and whose directive pattern will rap-
idly expand to others.

Understand that the Correction Time now unfolding on your precious spherical home, crosses 
a tremendous magnitude of awakening beings in every geographical region of your world. The 
Teaching Mission is not limited to your diminutive associative group but is reaching all your be-
loved sisters and brothers through varied instructive patterns throughout the planet. The instruc-
tors of divine light are involved in prolific diversity, rekindling the Spirit of Truth and promoting 
unity in all the Father’s children of your realm. The teachers are perpetuating the 
blessed luminosity of His love through infinite methods of enlightenment, and this immense 
task    will coalesce in the beauteous direction of illuminated truth through evolvement of per-
ceived reality.

Understand that these messages of guidance have always been intended to enable you to develop 
an intimate and beautiful relationship with the divine resource you carry within. Their intention 
is to assist you always with the growth of your soul and the expansion of your heart through the 
recognition of love and its ultimate source. Your mastery of these lessons of love is for you to em-
brace now. New definitions of consciousness are for your enhancement of living in the present 
moment.

You have continued access to guided assistance within you and around you, and it is my hope 
that my conveyances of love have heightened your awareness of the infinite love that surrounds 
you. Always generate kindness, love one another, live by example, and follow the will of the 
Father.

I am unable to divulge additional details of my re-assignment; however, I will attempt a personal 
message at a subsequent time. Farewell my loving and precious students, beloved friends and 
receivers of my love. I will cherish the moment when we will meet once more in the unity of His 
love.

VERONICA



GODSPEED, VERONICA
A Personal Message From the T/R Upon Losing Veronica As The Group Teacher:

When a cherished friend and valued mentor takes sudden leave of us, the feelings that rise to the 
surface of our focus often centralize on that new void which still feels warm with the essence of 
their presence. We often are eluded by our vigilance of the emptiness we perceive, without avert-
ing our gaze to the esoteric reality that fills this space with the residual radiance of love.

Veronica, our celestial teacher, exuded the beauty of love to everyone she touched in the delicate 
gentleness of her unique style of softly lifting our awareness into the timelessness of love and 
toward the many paths of divine grace that lead us to the Father. 

I would like to thank Veronica for allowing me to be a vehicle for her expression and also for 
lighting my life in countless ways with the brilliant jewels of wisdom she left behind. The realiza-
tion of the value of the Teaching Mission and the difference we all make in reaching out to one 
another in love, understanding and tolerance will always remain embedded in my heart. She has 
helped me to feel and sense the Father’s love, and she has opened many windows of realization 
that have afforded me precious glimpses of His divine plan. 

Although I will miss our intimate moments together, I will always remember her lessons of love 
that have given me my wings to eternity.


